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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10113-10237
TO: File
FROM: Deputy Chief, Alien Affairs Staff
SUBJECT: Marcos DIAZ Lanz /202923

DATE: 4 September 1959

1. Mr. Flores, Ext. 2267, is cabling Mexico City to have the subject's wife apply for a permanent visa and he will have an affidavit of support sent to her.

2. Mr. Flores will also instruct the WH representative in Miami to contact Eddie Airens, District Director for IANS to arrange a date to have the subject given the hearing that was postponed at the time of arrival.

3. Mr. McQuitty (IANS) will call Airens and alert him.

C. W. Pennington

OS/AAS/GIF:es 9 Sept 59